
Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron 

J/70 NSW Championship 

Protest No: 1 Swish AUS7082 v The Jackal AUS1130 

    No: 2 The Jackal AUS1130 v Yknot 7055 

Hearing at Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron on 27 January 2022 

Protest Committee: John Conroy, Peter Lowndes, Tim Cox 

7082 was represented by Billy Sykes 

1130 was represented by Sara Ladd 

7055 was represented by Stephen Brady 

Facts Found 

1. As both protests were related to the same incident, they were heard 

together in accordance with the recommendations of World Sailing. 

2. 1130 objected to Peter Lowndes being on the Protest Committee due to 

him providing advice to 1130 crew and the protest committee was 

reduced to two with all parties agree to proceed with the hearing. 

3. Protest No: 2 was ruled invalid, 1130 having failed to hoist a red flag RRS 

61.1 (a). 

4. 7082, 1130 & 7055 were all approaching the finishing in 10 knots of 

breeze and entered the zone overlapped and in close company on 

starboard gybe. 

5. As they entered the zone there was a wind shift and Y-Knot gybed on to 

port and opened to about half a boat length from 1130. 

6. As they approached the finish 7082 called 1130 for room and received a 

negative response due to 1130's ( or "the helmsperson of 1130's") 

perception of 1130's proximity to 7055. 

7. Called 1130 for room and received a negative response due to the 

proximity of 7055. 

8. 7082 gybed as they closed on the finish buoy and there was a minor 

collision between 7082 and 1130 

9. 7082 touched the finish buoy as she was finishing. 

10. Photographic evidence provided by 1130 at about the time of the 

incident indicated that there was sufficient room for 1130 to meet 

7082’s request for room. 



 

 

Conclusions 

1. 1130 failed to give sufficient room to allow 7082 to gybe in the zone 

when overlapped and close to the finishing line. 

2. 1130’s lack of response to 7082’s request for room resulted in a minor 

collision between the two boats and the subsequent impact between 

7082 and the finish mark. 

3. 1130 had sufficient room with 7055 to meet 7082’s request at the time 

it was requested. 

Rules Applicable 

 RRS 18.2 

Decision 

1. 1130 is to be scored DSQ in race 9 for her breach of RRS 18.2. 

2. 7082 is exonerated for her impact with the finishing mark and to be 

scored as finishing and awarded her recorded finishing time. 

T. H. Cox 

Protest Committee Chairman 

 

 

 


